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Program Title JEVERS IM

Contributor's Name __Valentin Albillo

 

 

 

Address .. 

CRY ooe _State/Country.. ...ZipCode. 

 

Program .bescription, Equations, Variables _This program allows the user tolfl ayagame of Reversi
against an HP-41C. The present program includes all features

required:plays quite well _and will easily defeat a beginner,

 

 

 

YU PLAY 97 so it provides a challenging level for everyone. The program
FLIP 2 PCES itself runs.thesame with.or.without a printer, but ifone is

_ . present, it will print the board.
1234358678

l t——— === — The program is also autonomous: no data cards required, no card

2 — = ——=———~— reader required.

i EEg;H;: — |1t is also quite fast for such a complex game: the HP-41C per-

5 — — D%%o -»for'm§ some 30 moves: (whole game)-in 25 minutes.-—Besides, the
f ——pnozsg |running speed increases as the game goes on.

7 ———=0%%-— |You can select who makes the first move, and the type of opening
===O g0 |either.diagonalorparallel. Also,you may .select to print.the

board after every new position, or only after HP moves (so sav-
ing paper.and time)..The machine recognizes.andrejects.illegal 

moves. Canp]aya single move for you against itself. Even a whole game against it-

self-if-you want-(imagine;—theHP-41C-playing both black andwhite -at-thesame time!)

Though.you.are supposed.to.know_the rulesofthe game,a brief explanation will.be
given, for the sake of completeness. Here is a brief outline of the rules:

 

 

Necessary Accessories 3single-density memory modules (oraquad module)....

Operating Limits and Warnings Yourmove must_be ofthe form xy, with bothxand y ranging
from 1 to 8, limits included, and the two exceptions to this rule being @ (no move)
and.-1.(HP plays for you)...Any negative number may be used insteadof -1, .if desired.
The game generally ends when the board is full of pieces, but it may also end if no
player- can make a legal move..-In that unlikely case, the counting of the pieces is
not automatically performed. You must do it by yourself.
 

Reference(s) New Mathematical Diversions, by Martin Gardner. Includes the rules of
Reversi, and some other curiosities. You can also have a look at the Games Pac
for the HP-85 computer, which includes a program to play Reversi (not related to
this program in any way, to be sure!!!l)

 

 

This program has been verified only with respect to the numerical example given in Program Description Il Usor accepts and uses this program matenat AT HIS OWN RISK, in rekance solety upon his own

inspection of the program matenal and without rehiance upon any representation or descnption concerring the program matenai

‘NEITHER HP NOR THE CONTRIBUTOR MAKES ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY OF ANY KIND WITH REGARD TO THIS PROGRAM MATERIAL, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

‘IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. NEITHER HP NOR THE CONTRIBUTOR SHALL BE LIABLE FOR INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES IN CONNECTICN WITH OR ARISING OUT OF THE FURNISHING, USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS PROGRAM MATERIAL.  
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Reversi is played on an 8x8 board. There are two standard openings (see illustrations):

-diagonal opening (left)
-parallel opening (right)

12345673 |One of the players plays the white pieces (represented lli E i i.i.i ’ E
———————— by the 0), the other the black ones (represented by 3o_

2 -- - == == the checkerboard character). ' . e__

4 ———%0——— |l0omake a move, the player places one of his pieces in ¢+ ———-00———
5§ —— —{1% ——— (an empty location (represented by a dash) taking into 3§ ——-#%—— -
b — — — —— — — — account that: b|
7 ————=—-=— |-it must be adjacent to a piece of the other player. g ___:::::
T T TT -at least one enemy piece must be enclosed between the _ | 

just placed piece and another piece of the same color. -
This is, any number of pieces enclosed between the played piece and any other of the
same color are flipped: they become of the capturer's color. No empty locations can
be enclosed, only full rows of enemy pieces can be flipped. The row can be placed in
any direction: horizontal, vertical or diagonal. If more than one row is enclosed at
the same time, all are flipped. You can capture only when putting a piece on theboard:
enemy pieces which are left enclosed by yours because of other factors are not captured,

 

of course. )

Some example should make it clear. Look at the diagonal opening. If
12345678 black plays to 64 (6 vertical, 4 horizontal), then the white piece at
0% % - % ;=§ q| 3541is between the 2 black pieces at 44 and 64 (just played), so it's
Q000 !i; rj an flipped: the white piece at 54 becomes black. (By the way, you play
0 = ~

|

black, HP plays white). . ‘OOEEOCO0O00
ZEOZO0O0O®0,| Now, look at the illustration at the left of these lines: if white
EBEOOEO#0

|

plays at 14, the black pieces at 12 and 13 are enclosed between the
EO0-0000%

|

just played piece at 14 and the white piece at 11, so they would be
0000000 flipped. Simultaneously, the black pieces at 15, 16 and 17 ‘are be-
DOOOQOO00

|

tween the just played piece at 14 and the white piece at 18,so they
would be flipped, too.

On the other hand, in the same board position, if black plays at 63, it would flip the
‘white pieces at 62, 53, 43, 33, 23, 64, 65, 66, and 67, because there is another black
piece at the end of each row of white pieces, and none of the rows contain empty lo-
cations between pieces. F

PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS

The program is exactly 672 bytes (96 registers) long, so it exactly fits onto 3 mag-
netic cards. The program is optimized for running speed: each location on the board
is stored into a single data register, so a minimumn SIZE 117 is required. This makes
it necessary to have at least 3 single-density memory modules attached, in order to
run the program, leaving a port free to plug in the card reader or the printer.
Registers are used as follows: ROO through RO7 are scratch. RO8 through R15 contain
the directions array, necessary to scan each row. RI16 through R27 store an array of
constants used by the strategic part of the program to compute each move. R17 through
R116 store the 8x8 board, including edges (thus being actually a 10x10 board). As you
may see, the constants array and the board overlap, so saving 11 registers. This is
possible because the edges may be any number except +1 or -1, and none of the constants
have those values. White (HP's) pieces are stored as +1, black (yours) ones as -1, and
empty locations are f. The edges are typically @, but can be any number except +1 or
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The program uses flags 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. If flag 3 is set, your move is being

tested for legality, or HP is p]ay1ng your pieces against its own. If flag 4 is

set, a given number is not yet considered legal. If flag l is set, HP plays your

pieces for you. If flag 2 is set and the printer is present, the board will not

be pr1nted after your moves (except, of course, if you make the last move). If
flag 2 is clear, the board is printed after every move. A1l flags are controlled
by the program, except flag 2, which is user—dependent you may set or clear it
from the keyboard as often as you like. Flag 5 is set before a sequence of board

positions is tested. If the flag is set at the end of the sequence, none of the
positions tested are valid.

Remember that the program is printer-compatible: if you do not use a printer, it
runs the same, except that the board is not printed, of course.

TIPS AND REMARKS N o

Here are a few typical running times. These times are just the time needed to

compute HP moves. Theydo include time required to print the board, but, of course
,;they do not include the time required for you to think out your own move.

-an average game : 30.HP moves

-without printer : 25 minutes
e -printer, SF 02 (1 board) : 60 minutes
Tl -printer, CF 02 (2 id.) : 75 minutes

AAs you may see from these f1gures, the printer slows down significantly the exe-
“cution speed, but the convenience of the automatic handling of the board, and the
fact that an actual board is not needed at all, together with the game be1ng re-
cordnd on the paper tape, make it worth the price.

Remember also that execution gets faster as the program progresses, from some 70
seconds for a move near the beg1nn1ng of the game, to a few seconds for a move

. near theend of the game. This is possible because HP keeps track of already
" occupied locations, and once a group of 5 locations is tested to be occupied, they
are not tested any more, speeding up the search a]gor1thm quite a lot when the
game13c]ose to its term1nat1on

No moues are random, so the same game is played if you make exact]y the same moves.
This feature is usefu] if you made a mistake that allowed HP to win, you can repeat
that game once more, this time avoiding the error, to see who wins now. As you'll
see, the level of play is quite good for such a tiny program running under the speed
limitations of the HP-41C. Any improvements to the playing logic are welcome,
however.

There are several ways of making room for improvements, or to fit the program into
2 RAMs (instead of 3). Possible shortcuts are:

1) Delete lines 68, 69, change LBL "REVERSI" to LBL "R", 1ine 260 to "OK",
and shorten other alpha comments. This saves 27 to 30 bytes at almost
no cost..

2) If you have no printer, or do not want printing of the board, you can
delete lines 6, 62, 195 through 251, 254 through 258 (limits always in-
cluded) and change line 49 to 60 1nstead of 61. This modification
saves 116 bytes.

3) You may use a data card: delete lines 7 through 30 (both included) and
insert in their place: 07 16.027

08 RDTAX
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This saves another 148 bytes, but a card reader is needed, and you must

load a data card when the program asks for one. The data card contains

the constants that the program stores (in lines 7 through 30) in their

respective registers. See program listings.

Remember that, although the game normally ends when the board is full of pieces,

it may end if no player can make a legal move (or if a player Toses all his/its

pieces). In these cases, the automatic counting of the pieces to decide the win-

ner is not performed: you'll have to do it manually.



PRINTER IS SET TO
""NORM" MODE

SF 82

AER "REVERSI®

RUN |

5 —— -0 E———
f ———————= i
e——— — — |
B - —— ———— =

HP 18T 2
N RUN =
HOVE 2

64 RUN|-
Y0U PLAY 54 -
FLIP 1 PCES
I PLAY 43 -
FLIP 1 PCES

1234535678
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SAMPLE GAME: Load the program, SIZE 117, and press the fo]10w1ng
SF 02 (selects one board only)

XEQ "REVERSI" : see printout at the left.

the display asks you whether you want to play DIAGonal open1ng you
agree by pressing R/S

the board is printed now reflecting the diagonal opening that you
have selected. This is the initial position. You are p]ay1ng
black (checkerboard characters) and HP plays white (the 0's).

(if you are not using a prlnter you need an actual 8x8 board, and
a set of 64 reversible pieces, one side white, the other black.
Dispose them as in the printout, and always actua112e the board
after your moves and after HP moves)

- the machine prompts you whether it makes the first move
enter an N and press R/S (N stands for NO): you move first

- the machine then prompts for your move
enter 64, then R/S (you put a piece at 6 vertical, 4 horizontal)
the machine tests your move, finds it legal, and acknowledges the
move, displaying also the number of flipped pieces
then computes its move, displays it, the number of pieces it flips,
and prints the board

(the board was not printed after your move because we set flag 02)

the board reflects the position after the moves. Your move at 64
flipped the white piece at 54, which became black, but then the
machine moved to 63 flipping that same p1ece once more to white.
This is so because by playing at 63 the piece at 54 is enclosed
between both white pieces at 63 and 45 HOVE ?

. the game continues ... (You:53, HP:65) then,
we decide to have a printing of both boards, so we
clear flag 02, and enter 76, R/Sas our move: (the
flag is cleared using the keyboard sequence CF 02).
The machine acknowledges your move, and, since flag
02 is cleared, prints the board reflecting your move.

CF 82
76 RUH

YoU PLRY 75
FLIP 1 PCES

12345578

The board is printed. Your move at 76 just flipped the white piece 2 ———-—————~—

at 65, which became black. You must be aware that this printout is 3 ———-——-——-——~-

not a direct continuation of the previous one, since we took the $ ———-HU-—~

game up two moves later. § ——HEO——~—
b ——0O00F—— -

A--

The machine plays to 66, so flipping once more the piece at 65. As ’

you may see, unlike other games, such as chess or checkers, pieces | pLay 45
never move from where they are left, but merely change sides any
nunber of times.
maximum number of pieces on the board when the game ends.

The board is printed now, showing the effects of the machine move !
on the position.

: FLIP 1 PCES
0f course, the object of the game is to have the

3 ________

4 -——¥0---

3 —¥E0—---
fF——0000 -~
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In the printout at the left, a typical game
ends.

SAMPLE GAME CONTINUED:
 

HP has just moved. Then you are prompted for your move. In the posi-

tion shown, there is just one empty location left. But you cannot

place a piece there, because no white pieces would result enclosed

_between your piece and another of your pieces. So you have no legal

‘move. However, if you are a beginner, you may be unsure about it, so

“youdecideto have the machine select your move (if any) for you:

Enter -1, R/S. HP begins to search for a suitable move for you. But

as expected, finds none, displays (and beeps; you may have noticed by

now that most messages are beeped as well as displayed and printed)

NO MOVE, then proceeds to search for its move, Finally, after a few

seconds, it moves to 28 (where else?!) and, while doing so, flips no - -

;gss tgan 8 of your pieces: those located at 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27,

, and 46. '

The board is printed for the last time. Then the machine realizes

that the game has ended, displays GAME IS OVER, and counts both black

and white pieces on the board, to decide the winner. This time, it

displays HP: 49, YOU: 15, meaning there are 49 white pieces on the

board, while you have only 15 of your pieces remaining. Obviously,

HP has won, so it displays a final I WON message. Once this message

isAon the display, there is only one possibility left for you: TRY
GAIN. : 

HP: 49, yoU: 15

[ HOH

NOTE:

TEST GAME: If desired, test that your program is correctly loaded

by executing the following game. |

Diagonal opening, HP first. Only the moves are shown (no flip pieces)

YOU HP YOU WP YOU HP YOU HP YOU HP
-- 65 42 68 57 & 25 16 38 48
46 33 75 36 83 58 26 52 78 82
64 63 35 84 76 41 32 47 71 87
43 66 86 51 61 34 23 14 12 11
72 53 31 56 62 74 15 73 0 21
67 81 27 18 24 13 17 37 77 88

. 22 28

FINAL SCORE: 17 47, so HP WON

If you play with a printer (and set it to NORM, as recommended), you'1l have
each machine move printed, as well as displayed.
out a printer, and you happen to miss the I PLAY xy display, do not worry.
Simply use backarrow to clear the MOVE ? display, and the last HP's move
will be in the display, in the form xy.
it twice or more consecutively would also clear the xy move!
simply turn alpha on and off to clear the MOVE ? prompt from the display.)

However, if you play with-

(Use backarrow just once. Using
You can also
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USER INSTRUCTIONS

INSTRUCTIONS INPUT FUNCTION

Load the program. You play black. HP white.

If you want to use the printer, plug it in
now and set NORM position.

If a printer is used and you want to suppress
‘board printing after your moves, press: SF 02

the board will now be printed just after
HP moves. This can be done at any time.

To print the board each time, press: CF 02

Make sure you have at least SIZE 117.

Begin the game, press: XEQ "REVERSI"

If you want to play diagonal opening: R/S

If you want to play parallel opening: N R/S

If you want HP to make the first move: R/S

If you waht to make the first move: N R/S

IF IT IS YOUR TURN (MOVE? on the display)

Enter your move: (x=vertical, y=horizontal) Xy R/S
(Your move is tested for legality. If it
js found to be illegal, you'll be prompted
once more for your move with MOVE?. Go to
Step 9, then) ,

You have no legal move: enter: | P R/S
and HP proceeds to compute its move.

You want the machine to play your pieces .
against its own in this turn: enter: -1 R/S
and HP computes your move, displays:
and then automatically computes its own
move. NO MOVE is displayed if the machine
finds no legal move for your pieces. If
you want a whole machine/machine game,
always enter -1 as your move.

IF HP MOVES it will think about its move
for a while, then display:
Xy is the location where HP puts its piece
and p is the number of your pieces flipped.
NO MOVE is displayed if no legal move is
possible for HP. VYou then have the turn
once more:
Go to Step 8

(If you play without a printer, remember
to actualize the board after HP moves:
put a white piece where indicated, then
flip your captured pieces.)

Page 7 of 14

 

SIZE:
HP-a1c) 117    

DISPLAY

Flag 2 annunc. on

Flag 2 annunc. off

DIAG?

HP 1ST?

HP 1ST?

I MOVE

MOVE?

YOU PLAY xy
FLIP p PCES

or
ILLEGAL MOVE?

YOU PLAY xy
FLIP p PCES

or

NO MOVE

I PLAY xy
FLIP p PCES

or
NO MOVE

MOVE?
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TEP INSTRUCTIONS INPUT FUNCTION DISPLAY

11 Once the last player makes the last move,
you should see: GAME IS OVER

where nn = number of white (HP) HP: nn, YOU: mm
pieces on the board I WON or YOU WON

mm number of black (you)
pieces on the board

0f course, the player with the most pieces
at the end of the game wins the game. So,
if HP has 24 pieces on the board and you
have 40, you won. If HP has 40 and you 24,
HP wins. But if both have 32 pieces, it is
a tie and no winning message is displayed.

NOTES: If the printer is plugged in, everything that appears in the display is printed

as well, and the resulting board position is printed after every legal move if

Flag 02 is clear, and only after HP moves if it is set. After the last move, the

board is printed also, regardless of the status of Flag 02.

You may set or clear Flag 02 using SF 02 and CF 02 respectively from the keyboard

as often as you like. You may do it at any time during program execution, when-

ever the machine is at a halt.

If no player can make a legal move, or if one player loses all his pieces, the

game is ended, but this is not recognized by the program, and the automatic

counting of the pieces is not performed. Do it yourself, to determine the winner.

The board, if not already printed, may be forced to be printed by the following

series of keystrokes: '
GTO0 .202
R/S

and halt the program just after the 8th row is printed, by pressing R/S. Once

the board js printed, you can perform the counting. :

The machine-plays-for-you feature is very useful. You can use it freely whenever

you don't know what to play: let the machine play (honestly) your pieces, hoping

its selection is a good one. Or, if you are unsure whether you have any legal

move or not, let the machine play your pieces:

- if there is a legal move for you it will be found

- if no legal move at all, NO MOVE is displayed, and
the machine now computes its own move.

This capability is especially useful for beginners; also, if you want the machine
to play a whole game against itself, always enter -1 as your move, and you'll see
HP in action as never before!
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Oe7 097 ®41C

STEP/ KEY CODE STEP/ KEY CODE :
LINE  KEY ENTRY  (67/97 only) COMMENTS LINE KEY ENTRY  (67/97 only) COMMENTS

@1+LEL “REVY 36 STO 72 1
ERSI" 37 9
ez CLRG Initialization 32 STO 15
82 FIX & ! 39 CHS

B4 CF 29 i 48 STO 14 i

B85 CF @1 | 41 + ;
8 CF 12 j 42 STO 11 i

ary .818s2111 tStore move 43 CHS "

883z | constants 44 STO 189
A3 STO 16 | 45 11 !
B2 .86515623 ‘ 45 STO 13 i

122 ; 47 CHS E

ia 70 17 ‘ 42 STO 12 |

11 1316636 49 61
633 S8 STO a7 i
12 STO 18 S1 ~DIAG ?°- ' Query for

12 .3634855 S2 CF 23 . parallel or
152 S3 AON diagonal
14 STO 19 5S4 PROMPT opening
19 .4148141 S5 RCL a9 ;

554 S& RCL @8

16 STO 28 S7Y FS?C 23 ’

17 .65535c4 58 XHL>Y i

346 SS9 STO 61 f

18 STO 21 el X{>Y

19 .3435747 &1 €TO 1 {

ss52 62 XE@ 86 " Print board
20 STO 22 63 “HP 15T ' "Who moves
21 .S5742472 7 | first?" test

425 64 PROMPT
22 STO 23 62 AOQOFF

23 . 73756626 6& FS?C 23

732 67 GTO Qaa

24 STO 24 68 “I MOYE™ WP first
29 .37232%8 69 AVIEW

287 | v@ SF 29 --First move
26 STO 25 ; 71«LBL 14 of game
27 .7vir7g212 | 72 “1- "HP's move

glz i 3 CF a2z

22 STO 2¢& 4+BL 88

29 .1772772 ‘S 16.827

227 76 FS?C 29 First move of
38 STO 27 v 21 ] game

F1 SIGH 1 8 STO 85

22 STO &2 Initialize T+lBL 11

33 STO 62 test constants 8@ RCL IND Recall constant
34 CHS -1 85 Constant
25 STO @s : 81 ¥=87 exhausted?

 

 
 

Note: Refer to "HP-41C OWNER'S HANDBOOK AND PROGRAMMING GUIDE " for specific information on keystrokes. The Function Index 1s found at the very back of the Handbook. Refer to Appendix E in
67 or 97 "OWNER'S HANDBOOK AND PROGRAMMING GUIDE" for exact keystrokes.
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097 ®aic

KEY CODE KEY CODE
KEY ENTRY (67/97 only) COMMENTS KEY ENTRY (67/97 only) COMMENTS

g2 GTO 85 iGet new constant 127 SF a4 ' Occupied square

83 SF @S | 128 17 - flag
Q4«LBL 13 129 + !
85 RCL 1@ 10 12@ STO B84
86 Ht2 121 RCL IND
ST ea |

82 STO B6 132 X=+807 ' Square occupied?
g9 INT 122 RTHN " Return
98 XEG 12 Test position 1324 CF 85 iEmpty square
91 FC?C a4 Invalid move? 135 §TO A1 t Initialize empty

92 GTD Elf;’l : 136- 8-‘315 “[ Square test

2% RCL @6 137 STO @&z ;
24 FRC 122 RCL B89 1
95 K=@7? If constant not 139 FC? B3 |
96 GTO 13 exhausted, re- 148 CHS |
97 FS7? G5 | _cycle 141 STO B84 |
98 STO IND :A”d$p$$5§fi§- 142«LEL O1 |

as ed full? Nu 14Z RCL 0@ f .
99¢LEL 85 constant 144 RCL IND ,ISPEEc]agen:ig;l]Lgr
1@ ISG 8BS ; ez o
1@1 GTD 11 Next go?stant 145 + | piece?

182 “MHO MOVE ’ ‘ 145 STO 83 5
. AXLagc]eded moves 147 RCL IND |

183 AVIEMN ® |
184 TONE 9 143 RCL B4 Nei ghbor not
185 PSE 149 X=¥7 " flippable
186«BL G4 Your move 18 GTO 12 .

187 FS?C 61 1S1+LBL 83 |
188 GTO 14 152 LASTX LTeifietg;?eZ:tigf
189 “MOYE 2- 153 ST+ @3 the row
118 PROMPT 154 RCL IND
111 ®X=67 No move? a:

i1z GTO 14 Go to HP's move 155 RCL @4

112 SF @83 156 X=¥7? i
114 =v¥OU-" Your move 157 GTO a2 {

115 XK<@a? 158 CHS g
116 SF @1 159 R=Yy? 'Space?
117 #<@? HP move for you 168 GTO 12 - Next direction
118 GTO 88 f 161 STO IND
119 YEQ 12 ‘Test position as :

120 FC?C 04 Legal move? 162+«LBL B84 " Flip pieces
121 GTO 14 | 163 LASTH f

122 “ILLEGAL 164 ST— 83
- 165 RCL @8
23 AVYIEW 166 RCL @3
124 TOHNE 9 167 XN=v7?
125 GTO G0 i 162 GTO 12
126+LBL 12 ! 169 RCL 88 
 

Note: Refer to "HP-41C OWNER'S HANDBOOK AND PROGRAMMING GUIDE™ for specific information on keystrokes. The Function index is found at the very back of the Handbook. Refer to Appendix £ in

67 or 37 "OWNER'S HANDBOOK AND PRCGRAMMING GUIDE" for exact keystrokes.
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STEP/ KEY CODE STEP/ KEY CODE
LINE  KEY ENTRY  (67/97 only) COMMENTS LINE  KEY ENTRY  (67/97 only) COMMENTS

178 ST* IND | 216 RCL 13 - Print horizontal
Y 217 SKPCOL | labels 1-8
171 ST- a1 3 2138 XY i

172 GTO a4 ‘ 219 ACCHR ;
"173«LEBL 12 | 228 ISG X ‘
174 ISG @2 Increment flip 221 GTO @2
175 GTO 81 . test counter 222 PRBUF
176 RCL a1 i 222 28.835
177 X=87 No valid flips? 224 STO @5 :
173 RTH 225«LBL 89 1P' s N
179 CF @4 End test 226 RCL 04 | rggrg]fim"g},
188 "+ FPLRARY 227 ACCHR oW
- ’ 22g RCL 15
181 RCL 68 Display move 229 SKPCOL
182 17 | 228 SF 12 :

182 - | 231«LBL 1@ ' Accumulate row
184 ARCL ¥ ‘ 232 RCL IND ‘ characters for

185 RAVIENW | as t printing

186 FC? 91 | 233 RCL @2 i
187 FC? 83 | 234 + |
182 BEEP P 235 RCL IHD ‘
182 PSE , X ‘
196 “FLIP = | 236 RACCHR
191 ARCL 981 I 237 RCL 83
192 + PCES"™ | 2323 SKPCOL
192 AVIENW | 232 ISG aSs
194 FSE fi 248 GTO 18
195 FC? 82 Print board? 241 PRBUF
196 GTO 86 f 242 ST+ a5 1
197 FS? 83 iHVsmmm? 243 CF 12 !
1i9g GTO 12 ! - 244 1ISG a4 ?

199«LEBL @6 i 245 GTO @a<9
288 FC? 55 If no printer, 246 ADY
281 GTO 12 - skip printing 247 FS? 83
28z ALY . routine 248 GTO 12
283 31 ! 249 ADhvY
284 STO A8 g 258 ADY ‘
285 45 ! 251+LBL 12 Move counter
2806 STO A1 ‘Initialization 252 DSE @7 !
287 79 ' for board 253 RTH
285 STO @92 - printing 294 FC? a2

269 2.891 . routine 255 GTo 12
21a STO a3 | 296 FS?C a2z
211 8 ‘ 257 XER® 86
212 SKPCOL ‘ 258<«LEBL 12
213 49.85¢6 , 259 32

214 STO G4 268 “GAME IS

215S<eLEBL 82 OVER"™    
Note: Refer to "HP-41C OWNER'S HANDBOOK AND PROGRAMMING GUIDE™ for speatfic information on keystrokes. The Function Index s found at the very back of the Handbook. Refer to Appendix E in

67 or 97 "OWNER'S HANDBOOK AND PROGRAMMING GUIDE"for exact keystrokes.



067

STEP/
LINE KEY ENTRY

Qg7 X 41C

KEY CODE
(67/97 only)

PROGRAM LISTING

COMMENTS
STEP/
LINE KEY ENTRY

KEY CODE
(67/97 only)
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COMMENTS

 

261
262
263

2635
Y
266
o
bt = 4

268
269
27a
271
2v2
273
274
275
276
27
278

279
288
221
282
z2e3
2384
2e5
286
287
Z28¢E
289
2948
291

 

28.1a85
AVIEW
a

264+LBL 87
RCL IND

+

ISG Y
GTO 87
2
-

HL2Y
RIN
sT- 2
+

ADY
“Hp: -

ARCL =
ll‘_’

ARCL ¥
AVIEK
BEEP
ADY
PSE
H=Y72
STOP
. I an

HLY?
38 .Y‘DU L1l

“F WOHN*™
PROMFT
-END.

YOou:

Total scores

Display scores

Who won?‘ 
  
 

Note: Refer to "HP-41C OWNER'S HANDBOOK AND PROGRAMMING GUIDE™ tor specfic mformation on ke i .R ystrokes. The Function index is found at the very back of the Handbook. Refer to Appendk

67 or 97 "OWNER'S HANDBOOK AND PROGRAMMING GUIDE" for exact keystrokes. xEn
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REGISTERS, STATUS FLAGS, ASSIGNMENTS

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

DATA REGISTERS STATUS

01) . R size 117_ TOoT.ReG. 213___  USER MODE

to Y Scratch ENG.. FIX .SCl ... ON ...OFF XX.

07 DEG .... RAD.._. GRAD .

08 )....

______ 15 } 17 ) 1 # 5/c SET INDICATES CLEAR INDICATES

Constants array . to;Board 01 -HP_playingyourpieces .

w27A‘ 116 {02 __.0Only 1 board ...Both boards..
o 03 Move_tested 1ega1 o ]

(Constants array andBoard overlap)| 04—Move not yetTlegal_

 

 

 

05 Set before a sequence of board
pos,1tv_10nsis tested.Ifthe flag _
isset at the end of the.sequence,_____
none of the pos1t1 ons testedare.

 

 

 

   
 

 

 

 
 

valid.
12 -Double wide printSingle wide print
23 Alpha 1nput | No alpha input

29

"

Decimal point ___Suppress Decimal_
 

- Flag 29isalso.setto_indicate
1 the first move of thegame.... ]
85 . Printer exists.No printer.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   
   
      
  
  

   R ASSIGNMENTS

S FUNCTION KEY FUNCTION KEY
 

 

 

     
 



KEYBOAR
D
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CARD LABELING

 

 

NN T L T N v Wh) ) - iz
NN N 7T N7 i I = /N /AN /N

 

    

 

  
      

 

       

 

  

 

    

    
         
    
  

   

KEYBOARD

CONFIGURATION sdatd 12 Modere L3
Sdof2léprint Jf (Printer is optional)  

REVERSI SIZE 117

 


